"I truly believe that we can unlock the puzzle of learning with story. Whether I am on a stage with 800
adults or in a room with 50 preschoolers, I realize that when stories are told, people stop worrying
about what to say, and enjoy what is being shared. Soon the room becomes alive with learning.”
-- Dr. Kevin Cordi Award-Winning Storyteller, Teacher, and Author

Introducing Kevin Cordi the Storyteller
"As an organizer of an event that incorporates 20,000 guests if you are looking for a
performer who can enchant audiences, call Kevin."
-- Catherine Paparella, Program Director
For over twenty- five years, Kevin has told stories in over forty states, England,
Scotland, Canada, Singapore, Scotland, Qatar, and Japan. His story work has been
commissioned by the National Youth Storytelling Hall of Fame, Newsweek, and The
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. As a story teacher he is considered one of the
“nation’s primary advocates for youth storytelling!"
Kevin shares stories for adults and kids with a highly energetic, animated and
interactive style and is considered by many storytelling professionals as one of the most
influential and dynamic storytellers and teachers today. With each story he tells, the
audience connects with Kevin—his passion shines through. His work is a must see for
adults and kids alike.
Kevin listens everywhere he goes. He keeps an ear to the ground so that he can hear the
stories of America and beyond---he tells the stories he hears. He shares stories that
appeal to adults and kids of all ages, including his award-winning tale “When did Polar
Bears Learn to Dance?” He listens and he tells the stories he hears. He uses his
experience and critical listening skills as the landscape for teaching and developing
stories. He believes good storytelling begins with effective listening. He has worked as
an actor, teacher, door-to-door salesman (at age 14), disc jockey and gas station
attendant. He believes this only enriches him as a storyteller and story teacher.
Kevin Cordi is not only a master teacher in the way
he coaches youth in the art of storytelling--but he
has a powerful energy on stage that is so
enthusiastic and captivating, that his passion for his
work is immediately evident!"
- Bobby Norfolk
Emmy Award-Winning Storyteller

